Position: Mentored Small Animal Emergency Position- Immediate Start Possible
Where: Greater Staten Island Veterinary Services
Website: www.gsivetservices.org
Location: Staten Island NY
Greater Staten Island Veterinary Services is a 24/7 referral and emergency hospital. It is
staffed by specialists in Emergency and Critical Care, Internal Medicine, Surgery, and
Cardiology as well as several experienced emergency doctors (including several Ross
grads!). We are actively recruiting other specialists and are supported by the specialists
at our main hospital in New Jersey, Garden State Veterinary Specialists
(www.gsvs.org).
Greater Staten Island Veterinary Services opened in 2016 to service the pet owners of
Staten Island and the surrounding areas. It is the only fully staffed 24/7 veterinary
hospital in this borough of NYC. We have a busy emergency and in house caseload,
providing a great opportunity for a recent graduate to get mentored experience in
emergency medicine. Our hospital is equipped with paperless medical records, in house
laboratory, digital radiography, high end ultrasound, two surgical suites, dental
radiography, endoscopy, and more. Our medical support staff include a team of
experienced and compassionate receptionists, assistants and technicians, including a
specialty certified technician (ECC).
This opportunity is perfect for those who have an interest in a career in emergency
medicine, but may not be interested in doing a standard track VIRMP internship with the
goal of going on to specialize (but could also prepare applicants for that track as
well). This position would provide mentored experience with both emergency and
specialty services at this Staten Island location, and can also provide interested
applicants with exposure to other specialties at our hospitals in New Jersey if they
desire.
Emergency doctors and specialists are available for consultation at all times. Duties
include mentored primary management of emergency and hospitalized cases. This will
include experience with the medical management of all types of cases, as well as
experience with appropriate and efficient client communication, medical records keeping,
financial communications, and managing the support staff team.
This position is paid a salary above standard internship salaries. GSiVS also provides
competitive compensation package for full time employees including 100% paid health,
life, disability, and professional liability insurance, paid vacation, 401K with matching,
licensure fees, uniforms, and discounted employee pet care. Benefits may vary with
length of position committed to by employee.
We recognize that new graduate needs and wants are changing and that a classic
internship is not for everyone. Our goal is to provide the opportunity for mentored
experience focusing on emergency with the support of our staff doctors. We hope this
provides a useful and practical experience to bridge the gap between veterinary school
education and becoming a competent and confident emergency clinician. Long term

employment in the GSVS network of hospitals following successful completion of this
program is available for the right candidate.
Interested applicants should contact the medical director, Dr. Susan Meeking DACVIM
DACVECC at susan.meeking@gsvs.org. There are opportunities to customize this
experience to meet your professional goals. Please email to set up a time to discuss
how GSiVS can be a great place to start your career. We would be happy to put you in
touch with some of the current Ross Grad emergency doctors!

